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Implication

Introduction

The conceptual framework is based on Knowledge-to-Action (KTA) 
model. KTA is a framework that provides robust method for 
conceptualizing implementation activities. The key points are (1) 
identification a problem, (2) review, (3) adapt or research, (4) barriers, 
(5) implement intervention, (6) monitor, (7) evaluate and (8) sustain or 
move into practice. The model will show how graduate students will 
identify problem and clarify. The student at this point is cognitively 
emerge into the problem. In solution building the student is conducting 
refraining and continuum of evaluation throughout the process.

Results

► Engage the student in the process with hands on activities

► Allow the student identify area of interest 

► Allow more dissemination

 < 5 years of experience for Nurses entering graduate 
school 

 Increased in feedback level likely higher level of 
engagement

 Identified problem & Shared information

 Adapt the research process

 Understands the research process

 Engaged in self-autonomy to develop new ideas.

 Learning to apply the research process through synthesis 
of literature to identify gaps

 Build a publishing network & Recognized as an expert

Conclusion
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Student’s Publications

Conceptual framework

Method
► Cross-sectional design

► Convenient sample [N=80]

► Procedure “Walk-Back”

► Multiple exercise using technology

Research Literacy in Nursing: Engaging Graduate 
Nursing Students Into Clinical Research Through Publication

Jo Dowell, PhD, APRN, CNP, PNP, FNP-BC

Research literacy refer to the ability to access, interpret, 
critically evaluate empirical studies in the literature. 
Historically, nurses from clinical background entering graduate 
school may not often have a clear understanding of the 
research process. In a published study titled “Dissemination of 
research into clinical nursing literature” the authors revealed 
that the nurse does not have access to research in clinical 
journal. The lack of understanding to how nurses could play a 
role as an active participant in research and lack of resources 
may be the reason for little interest. Knowledge related to 
nursing research may need a different pathway to improve 
nursing research literacy. The purpose of this propose study 
was to explore how graduate students taking a Methods of 
Inquiry course that includes a knowledge-to-action approach. 
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